
Thank you so much for signing-up to take part in the Big Jubilee Sing. 

You'll find details of how to film and record on the 'How to film' sheet.

SCHOOL RESOURCE PACK

B I G  J U B I L E E
S I N G

Singing is a physical activity, so it is good to warm-up our bodies as well as our

voices.

Start with a stretch, an overly dramatic yawn, & a massage of the face.

Try clapping & tapping short rhythms on your body for the children to copy back

- not only will this develop their sense of pulse & rhythm, but also wake the body

up. Why not try one of the simple rhythms from 'Praise, my soul'?

Say the word 'sing', and using the 'ng' sound explore your full range. How high or

low can you go as you slide around? This is really safe - while on the 'ng' sound.

You can check the children are making the sound correctly by asking them to

squeeze their nose while making the sound. If they're making the sound

correctly, the sound should stop as they squeeze, as the air can no longer escape

through the nose.

WARM-UP

You may like to start by asking the children what type of music they think HM the

Queen enjoys? Rap, pop, classical, jazz, etc? 

'Praise, my soul, the King of Heaven' is said to be one of the Queen's favourite

pieces of music. We're going to record this piece, so we can send her a video of us

singing her favourite song! Watch the linked YouTube video. What style of music

do the children think this is? What descriptors can they use for it? If the music

was a colour, what colour would it be? Finally, can they see or hear any

instruments on the video? What are they?  YouTube video: bit.ly/3wgEz4u

We will be singing with the magnificent organ at Methodist Central Hall

Westminster. It's has a façade of 32 feet, 66 stops (organ sounds) and around

4,000 pipes!

INTRODUCING THE MUSIC

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T07DnPyFURQ


The words of this Christian hymn was written by a man, whose job was similar to

a minister / vicar, called Henry Francis Lyte nearly 200 years ago. The music was

written by John Goss a few decades later.

The rhythm to this hymn is very straight forward. It was written that way so that

it is easy for all those going into church to join in straight away.

The melody is reasonably straightforward. Just watch out for the jumps,

particularly in the second line of text. Are the children singing this accurately,

and avoiding sliding from note to note? You could try singing this line slowly &

staccato (short and detached - like little blobs of sound).

Can the children spot which parts of the melody are repeated notes?

Can the children recognise which parts of the melody move stepwise (next door

notes), and those which are more angular / jump around?

Watch out for the final notes of each verse. Notice that verse 1 finishes with a 4

beat note. Verse 2 finishes with a 2 beat note. You don't sing verse 3, and the

final verse finishes with a 1 beat note.

You may also spot that the arranger has shown where all the breaths are. These

are marked with rests. Sometimes, these a crotchet rests (whole beat), and

sometimes quaver rests (half beat). Sometimes he has shown a dashed slur where

we don't breathe.

When singing the higher notes encourage the children to sing in their 'head

voice'. Sometimes it's helpful to think about singing lightly to access the head

voice - 'never louder than lovely' as the old saying goes!

REHEARSING

B I G  J U B I L E E
S I N G

You will find further resources, including videos, a powerpoint, and the link to

upload your recording at nmcgb.org/jubilee (remember to submit it by Monday

16th May).

FURTHER RESOURCES



HOW TO FILM - GROUPS

B I G  J U B I L E E
S I N G

We simply ask that you have the relevant video permissions from

participants, as is appropriate in your setting. When you upload, you will be

asked to confirm that you have those permissions in place. The video will be

published on YouTube, and may be made available on social media platforms

and shared with media companies (e.g. regional news). Images & sound from

the video may be used in publicity by NMCGB.

VIDEO PERMISSIONS

Simply sign up at nmcgb.org/jubilee

SIGN-UP

Rehearsal videos are available now at nmcgb.org/jubilee The final recording

accompaniment will be available on Monday 24th April. 

Please upload your video by Monday 16th May.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

There are a few things which make for a great video. Light, action & sound.

Light. It's good to ensure you are well lit in the venue you are performing in. As

much as possible, try to avoid bright lights - like a window on a sunny day -

directly behind the singers. We know it's not always possible, but if you can, that

will help it look great.

Action. You can film on a phone, or camcorder. It needn't be too fancy, but if you

have someone in your group with access to a good camcorder or a good phone

camera, why not invite them to film. Please record in landscape (like the picture

below), and try and keep the camera steady. You needn't bring out your inner

Speilberg with panning and zooming, just a simple fixed position is fine. And

finally - it's all about the faces! The great joy of watching singers is seeing

people's faces express the text & music. So, ensure we can see as many people's

faces as possible.

Sound. We'd love to hear you well. If you only have access to a phone that is

completely fine - just make sure your finger isn't over the mic, and try to hold it

steady so that we don't hear lots of creaks  of camera movement. If you have

access to a sound recording device, feel free to send a separate audio file 

with the video (of the same take/recording).

And most importantly, enjoy the process!






